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The objective of this program has been to compare the effect of airline
trash fires in lavatories constructed of contemporary and improved materials.
All tests in this program were conducted in the Douglas Cabin Fire Simulator
(CFS) under in-flight ventilation conditions. Alt tests were allowed to
continue fora period of 1 hour. Data obtained during these tests included:
• Heat flux and temperatures of the lavatory
• Cabin temperature variations
• Gas analyses for 02 , CO2 , CO, CH4 , HF, HC1, and HCN
• Respiration and electrocardiogram data nn instrumented animal
subjects (rats) exposed in the cabin
• Color motion pictures.
All tests resulted in a survivable cabin condition; however, occupants of the
cabin would have been subjected to noxious fumes.
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INTRODUCTI^I
Aircraft lavatories inherently contain combustible products, have high ventila-
tion rates, and are utilized for temporary storage of trash. They are a closed
compartment where fires can develop undetected. Therefore, lavatories are
prime candidates for fire safely improvement.
•	 Airline trash storage is the greatest lavatory fire source. A previous base
of this program tested various quantities and types of Lrash fires to deter-
"	 mine the fire source configuration far this program (Reference 5).
This report identifies Lhe thermal, environmental, and biological hazards of
airline trash fires within simulated aircraft lavatories, Lavatories were
constructed of contemporary and improved materials. Two improved lavatory
constructions were tested and the results were compared to previous tests of a
contemporary baseline lavatory. To further evaluate the thermal damage and
propagation of lavatory fires, interior contemporary panels commonly found
ad3acent to the lavatory were included for each test configuration.
This test program was conducted in the Douglas Cabin Fire Simulator (CFS),
see Figure 1. This report presents the test results and summarizes the
conclusions.
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The two types of improved lavatory constructions tested were designated
Nodule A and Module B. Module A panels were constructed by DECB in Fountain
Valley, California. Modu^e B panels were constructed by Boeing Commercial
Aircraft Company located in Renton, Washington.
The basic construction of the test pa^1s was Nomex honeycomb core with fiber-
glass facing and baking impregnr.ted with phenolic resin. Polyimide foam-
,	 filled core and polyvinylidene fluoride decorative were used for all Module A
panels, while polyvinyl fluoride decorative was used for all Module B panels.
Some of the Module B panels were filled with phenolic foam. Rigid fire-
resistant polyurethane foam was used for Module B panel edge closeout. Panel
constructions are shown below.
MODULE A PANEL CONSTRUCTION
KYNOL DECORATIVE
(POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE)
DECO XMP t OQ FI BE RGLASS
NOMEX HONEYCOMB CORE -
SOLAR POLYIMIDE FOAM-FILLED
•	 DECO XMP100 FIBERGLAS;











CFS CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
The CFS was configured and instrumented as shown in Figure 2, with a metal 	 "
ceiling tangent to the cabin air distribution duct outlet located on the center-
line of the cabin. Cabin air was exhausted at 26,900 liters per minute (950
' CFM) from two ducts at floor level that extended the full length of the cabin.
The test modules were instrumented as shown in Figure 3.
BIOLOGICAL. EXPERIMENT
Animal subjects (,rats) were instrumented for heart beat and respiration using
an electrode belt containing two electrocardiogram electrodes and a respira-
tion sensor. The experiment was conducted using the method developed under
Contract NAS 2-8668 for NASA Ames Research Center (Reference 1). A cage con-
taining an animal subject (Figure 4) was placed on a portable stand at a height
of 10.2 cm (4 ft) above the floor, at a distance of 10.2 cm (4 ft) from the
door of the lavatory, and at an angle of approximately 30 degrees f ►^om the
hinged side of the door. The cage was shielded from direct heat radiating
from the lavatory with Fiberfrax which covered the top of the cage as well as
the two sides nearest the lavatory. The remaining sides were open to the cabin
atmosphere. The subject's electrode belt was attached to an umbilical cord
plugged into a receptacle in the top of the cage. The cord extended through
a sealed port leading to the monitoring and recording station.
Recording was accomplished using the Portable Animal Recording Test System
{PARTS) shown in Figure 5 and developed under Douglas IRAD programs (Refer-
ence 2).
GAF ANALYSIS
The atmosphere of the lavatory exhaust and cabin was monitored during each
test using the equipment shown in Figure 6. The results were computer-recorded.
The lavatory exhaust was examined for its content of CO, CO 2 , 02 , and such
tots? hydrocarbons as CH4 equivalents, while CO and CO2 were measured in the
rF+FCEDING p^GE BLANK NOT FILMED
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cabin at the subject's cage. The equipment used for determining the content
of these gases included:
Lavatory Exhaust Analysis
Sample
Analyzer Range Flow Rate
MSA Model 303 0-10% 1 1pm
Beckman Model 864 0-20% 1 fpm
MSA Model 802 0-25% ^ 1pm



























The sampling lines leading to the analysis equipment were 1/4-inch 00
stainless-steel tubing. Before analysis, the sarr,ple was filtered with a Pall
Epocel 3 cartridge, zinc dust, and calcium sulphate to remove particulates,
acid gases, and water, respectively. Hydrocarbons were sampled using a heated
line. [?elay time between the event and its measurement was between 30 and
60 seconds.
The lavatory exhaust and the cabin air were sampled using two NASA JSC-
furni^hed bubbler systems, as shown in Figure 7. The NASA bubbler system
sampled air from the lavatory exhaust and in the vicinity of the rat cage
in the cabin. The sampling lines were 1/4-inch 00 teflon lines leading into
impingers via a teflon manifold. The impingers contained 0.1-N NaOFi. Each
bubbler ran for 2 minutes, consecutively from the beginning of the test, for
the first 12 minutes. The flow rate was 0.5 liters per minute. Additionally,
a continuous sample was taken at each location for the duration of the test




Each bubbler sample was analyzed for HCL, HF, aid HCN as follows:
•	 Chlorides (as HCL) — Measured by potentiometric: titration with
AgNO3 using a chloride ion selective electrode.
•	 Fluorides (as HF) —Measured using a fluoride specific ion selective
electrode.
•	 Cyanide (as HCN) — Measured using the pyridizine-pyrazolone
method.
FUEL AND IGNITION
The airline trash fuel consisted of four trash-filled bags as shown in Fig-
ure 8. The contents of each consisted of:
Paper towels (crumpled)
	
0.907 kg (2 lb)
Waxed paper cups
	
0.045 kg (0.1 lb)
Polystyrene cups
	
0.181 kg (0.4 lb)
Polyethylene trash bag
	
0.064 kg (0.14 lb)
Tota l per bag	 1.197 kg (2.64 lb)
The trash was ignited using a resistance coil energized by computer command
as shown in Figure 9,
The above-described fuel source was determined by a previously conducted pro-
gram (Reference 5) under NASA Contract NAS9-14948.
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`IGURE 8. FUUR BAGS OF AIRLINE TRASH
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- test evidence and data obtained during each test are reviewed
in this section. Test data for test Modules A and B may be found in Appendices
1 and 2. The test results are discussed below. The figures referred to are
contained in Appendix 1.
TEST MODULE A
The condition of the Module A test area before and after the test is shown
in Figures 10 through 21.
Figure 13 shows the results of the hinge attachment failure caused by inade-
quate support for the hinge screws. The failure allowed the door to be dis-
placed downward creating a top vent which caused a change in the ventilation
pattern within the module. This in turn increased the intensity of the fire
over the full height of the module. At 300 seconds, calorimeter 7 registered
31 w/cm2 (28 BTU/f t2 sec), almost twice the maximums of either the baseline or
Module B.
The block grid lines visible in Figure 14 are the result of core shrinkage
causing loss of insulation and a local increase in heat transm^ ion. One
face of the back panel was removed to show this shrinkaye and resultant voids,
Figure 15. The only effects on the adjacent aft bulkhead are the discolora-
tions where hot gases from these core fissures impinged on the adjacent
surface. Damage to the left side of the test module and the adjacent panel
surface are visible in Figure 16. A view of the opposite side of the adjacent
panel reveals the extent of the transmitted damage, Figure 17. Damage to the
ceiling, back, and floor panels was limited to the melting of wire insulation
on the ceiling and reticulation of the core with some surface discoloration.
Thee interior of the lavatory, Figure 18, illustrates the general condition of
ali panels. Resin burnout was extensive; it was complete in the case of the
wasi^stand side and a major portion of the inner door surface.
r^
TEST MODULE 6
The condition of the Module B test area is shown in Figures 22 through 31.
The insulated panels were on the front, Figure 24, and right side, Figure 25,
where exterior damage was limited to local areas of the decorative laminate.
These areas indicate that the maximum fire intensity within the module was
limited to the lower one-third of the lavatory. The interior of the lavatory
is shown in Figures 26 and 27. During the test, the washstand-side panel
warped inward, pulling away from the 1-inch 1699-fpm (6 CFM) line which
deflected down into the plenum. This would have had the effect of reducing
activity in the upper area of the lavatory. The exterior effect on the left
side panel and the transmitted damage to both sides of the near wall of the
adjacent module are shown in Figure ?a and Figure 29. The floor was exten-
sively damaged (Figure 30) while only the dPCOrative laminate was damaged on
the ceiling panel. Figure 31 illustrates damage to the bulkhead adjacent *.o
the right wall.
GAS CONCENTRATIONS
'ihe concentrations of hydrogen chloride, hydrogen cyanide, and hydrogen
flouride gases are provided in Table 1 (References 3 and 4). The acid gas
concentrations represent an average concentration over the 2-minute sampling
interval. The values listed for the continuous bubbles represent an average
concentration over the rr:tire 1 hour of the test.
Module B generated the largest amount of HF in the lavatory followed by
Module A. Module B generated the largest amount of HCL in the lavatory
followed by the baseline (Reference 5). Module A generated the largest amount
of HCN followed by Module B.
The higher level of HF and HCL in Module B possibly was due to the differences
in decorative used. The higher level of HCN in Module A was probably due to
the polyimide foam used in the panel construction.
is
TABLE 1




HF (PPM) HCI (PPM ► HCN IPPM)
MOO A MOD B MOD A MOD 8 MOD A MOD B
LAVATORY EXHAUST 0.120 50.1 34,936 ^.7.1 6023.6 10.34 4.94
LAVATOR'^ EXHAUST 121-240 20.6 118.2 ^T.1 252.4 59.24 223.6
LAVATORY EXHAUST 241.360 117.1 100.5 c7.i 81.7 103.4 40.2
LAVATORY EXHAUST 361-480 29.6 588.7 <7.1 320.7 89.81 112.9
LAVATORY EXHAUST 481.800 93.7 884.0 <7.1 368,8 291.50 211.6
LAVATORY EXHAUST 601-720 220.0 1604.6 98.6 867.0 677.1 444.4
LAVATORY EXHAUST 0-3600 20.6 160.5 17.07 25.7 48.04 19.68
CA81N 0.120 c7J 9.0 <71 26.9 c4.7 3.53
CABIN 121.240 <7.? 5.0 X7.1 13.4 <4.7 3.10
CA81N 241.360 9.6 5.6 ^7J 40.4 <4.7 1.83
CABIN 361-480 12.1 5.4 <7.1 40.4 <4.7 1.60
CABIN 481-600 15.1 6.1 <7.1 13.4 6.58 0.91
CABIN 601-720 16.9 6.2 :7.1 <7.1 7.9 0.77
CABIN 03600 4.18 2.1 5.84 7.96 1.5 3.26
The oxygen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbon test data from
Appendix 2 are summarized in Plots 1 through 4 for direct comparison of
results. As can be clearly seen on these plots, the 0 2 , CO, and CH 4 for
Modules A and B follow basicaily identical lines. Only in the CO 2 plot is
there a noticeable differentiation in data. From these plots it can be
assumed that, for these three tests, Module A and 6 materials produce less CO2
and CH4 than the baseline. This difference is negligible and cannot be used
to differentiate between Modules A and B.
SMOKE DENSITY
Smoke density for this series of tests is presented in Plot 5. These data
were retrieved from Appendix 2.
Module A's low transmission value is due to the failure of door hinges. This
failure dropped the door and allowed additional smoke to escape.
The maximum reduction in visibility in each case occurred at the photometer
farthest from the test module. This is consistent with the results of the
open-door tests of Reference 5, in which the smoke could be viewed traveling
^. . .
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along the ceiling and, upon reaching the end of the chamber, being deflected
down resulting in the smoke meter at the far end of the chamber being affected
first.
These data show that, if these fires took place aboard an aircraft, passenger
visibility would be impaired at approximately 200 seconds after the start of
the fire no matter which materials were used in construction of the lavatory.
THERMAL RESULTS
The temperature at the lavatory exhaust is probably the best measure of the
average fire intensity. Examination of exhaust data indicates that the temp-
erature at the exhaust was approximately the same for both the baseline and B
modules up to 120 seconds reaching a maximum of 875 oC, while that of Module A
was lower up to 5^'J seconds, rapidly increased until 880 seconds to a value of
950oC, then dropF'd back to the level of the other twc tests.
The heat flux during the initial 10 minutes was highest in Modu12 A except at
Calorimeters 7 and 8. These recorded the highest flux in the baseline.
Module 6 had low heat flux levels with the exception of Calorimeter 1.




















TEST MODULE WEIGHT LOSSES
The weight loss information for Modules A and B and the baseline module
(Reference 5) are listed in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows the gross results
and Table 3 the loss in weight and percent loss for individual panels. The
data in Tables 2 and 3 were obtained by weighing each panel during module
assembly. After each test, the ash and residuals inside the lavatory were
rer^oved and weighed. Each panel was then removed and weighed taking care
whenever possible to combine droppings caused by the panel removal with the
panel itself for the weighing. After removing all panels, the floor was
swept and the weight of the sweepings was combined with that of the previously
weighed ash and residual matter within the lavatory. The baseline lavatory
lost 29 percent of its original weight, Module A lost 28 percent, and Module B
lost 16 percent. For these tests, each percentage point is equivalent to
approximately 500 grams.
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS
The results of the data analysis verified the real-time impression at the time
of the test that there were no significant cardiac arrhythmias in any of the
rat subjects throughout the tests. Ttrere were some minor respiratory pattern
changes, most likely due to the irritating qualities of the dense smok y . The
respiratory amplitude was reduced in some of the rats while it increased in
others. Examination of the readout of the gas concentrations developed




MODULE ANO SOURCE FUEL WEIGHT LOSS
ITEM
^A=ELINE MODULE A MOCULE •
kE	 IL^1 kE	 IL^1 ^ kE	 IL^1
PANELS AND F UE L 5? 38 f i 15481 13 35 195.581 10.48 189.201
PANElSIPOST TESTI 38.37 180191 3085 167 C71 28.30 1tL3 721
ASH AND RESIDUALS 083 11 821 0.82 11.811 130 12.871
WEIGHT LOSS 15 t8 133471 '1.88 126.?01 10.28 122.611
PERCENT LOSS ?8.98 ?711 25.35
TABLE 3
INDIVIDUAL PANEL WEIGHT LOSS
sAiELINE MODULE A MODULE 0
WT LOit % WT LOST % WT LOSS X
PANEL kp iLSI LOSS k0 1Ld1 LOiY ko 1LS1 LQ1iS
TOP 053 17.3 041 16? 0.11 69
I1	 161 I 10911 10301
BACK 1 46 18.1 1 15 1 7 6 0 9$ 17.7
t3 221 12 :rtl 12.161
NORTH SIDE 2.08 29 1 06? 11.3 1.05 16 7
14.591 11 3til 12.321
SOUTH SIDE 1 ?4 19.4 ^	 1.34 24 ^ t 28 28 ?
12 731 12961 12.821
CABINET SIDE 1 43 40.4 ? 39 a' ' 0.95 47.3
13 151 15 281 I?.091







FRONT WAIL 234 19? 1 3^ 147 1ti3 149




015 238FIOOR 184 407 037 14.8
14 061 i 0 8 21 l	 10 991
TOTAL t t ?7 21 6 7 9? 20.5 6 77 ?0 1
124. 731 1 1 7 151 114 921
^-- -- — -
NOTE FOA TNC VC HCENI LOSS OF TNF PANELS MARKFD IN THE BASELINE A.ID




No inventions or new technologies were developed during this program.
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CONCLUSIONS
Smoke density, gas analysis, heat flux, temperature, respiration, and cabin
temperature variation data show no major fire-resistance improvements by the
advance materials when compared to the baseline. Two conclusions can be drawn.
First, either the imprcved materials a^ •e no better than i.he contemporary
materials in fire resistance or the contemporary materials are considerably
better then indicated by earlier testing (Reference 5).
Second, since only one test of each material system was performed, it is pos-
sible that experimental differences could differ for a repeated test series.
In either case, this test series may provide a basis for future and more
comprehensive testing of aircraft lavatories.




When using a polyimide foam in a panel, it would be advi.;able to use a
compatible panel edge blocking for attachment of other components such as
door hinges.
Secondly, it may be beneficial t:o again test the Module B configuration
employing only insulated panels.
Thirdly, it may be beneficial to the airlines to develop a less hazardous
means of trash storage.
-'..:^^1..it^ iii r ^Uk fLX"i^`i ,tii s ► ^.^}^J
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FIGURE 13. DOOR DISPLACEMENT DUE TO HINGE ATTACHr^1ENT FAILURE
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FIGURE 15 INTERIOR OF MODUL^ A t3ACK 1h'ALL WITH FACING REMOVED
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FIGUFE 18 MODULE A INTERIOR POST-TEST
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FIGURE 21. RIGHT WALL OF MODULE A
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FIGURE 27. h1000LE B INTERIOR WITH DOOR AND FRONT WALL REMOVED 	
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FIGURE 29. LEF t WA«
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FIGURE 31 BULKHEAD ADJACENT TO RIGHT WALL
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EXTERIOR VIEW Of k;ASELINE BACK WALL AND ADJACENT PANEL
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MODULE A TEST DATA
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TEST 10 1+0210 311000	 LAY c1AE TEST N18 EL OT NO 01
	 1- 7



















NElAT1YE TIDE IM SEC
TITLE
CAL^AIMETEA N0.7
AIATEni TC USEO ►11Tw CAI OA 7




0.0 TO 1^.0	 YATi/C172
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C
	 ^^




















































































TESL 10 0021• 117000	 LAY fiAE TEST N70 1101 NO OL















AELAi111E TIwE IM SEC
TITLE
CAt0Al11ETEA M0.]
A IATEA• TC USEO 111TH CAL OA ]



















































TEST 10 09029E 311000
	 lAV FIVE TEST MT6 II Of NO 01
	 1- f	 IIEFEAENCE TIRE 13 S• 00.000
2900	 2500






pEIATIHE 1111E IN SEC
TI TIE
CA10A111ETfA N0.3
AIATEA ► rC u5E0 YItM CAL OA 7














































11EAS. MUMOEA	 CMAMNEI ASiM.




REIAtIVE TIRE IN SEC
f/T:E
CALORIMETER M0.7
AI RTER ► TC USFC YIiM CAI OR 7
wEl0E0 TC USEO rtTw CAI OR 7
lsoa	 I^oo
RAMGE
	 UNITS OR10 - Srn
G.0 TO 10.0	 MATTICM2	 AA
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C	 00





































IIEAS. NUA6E11	 CHANNEL ASGN.
f C+	 153





AELATTVE TInE IN SEC
TITLE
CAlOAInETEA N0.' ►
AJATEnP TC USEE MITM CAlOA '1




0.0 TO 10.0	 WRTT/Ch2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 !10















































AEAS. A. ^RER	 CNANNa'l A56M.
t C9	 153
i TCT	 IOTi TC!	 10•
eoo	 900	 laoo
RElAT1YE TInE TM SEC
TITLE
CALDR111ETER N0.'1
AIRTEni TC USED YItM CAL OR Y




0.0 TC 18.0	 WAiT/CM2
	
AA
0 i0 ► 000	 DEG C	 88












































TEST ID i1^02li ]IT000	 LAV FIRE TEST N18 PL Of NO Ol	 1 — 3	 AEfEAENCE TIlIE 13 3i 00.000
1200	 l3C0





REUTirE 71ME IN SEC
TI TIE
CALORIFlE7EFr NO.i
AIRTEAP iC USED MITH ;AL OR M





6.0 TO 18.0	 MATT/CP12
	 AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 00
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 1C
2-25



















































RELATIVE TInE IN SEC
TITLE
f. AEOp :METER MO.+
AlRTEMP TC USED Y1TM CAI OR +
wELCED TC CAL OR ^
2300	 200
pANGE	 UNITS GRID - SYPI
O.0 TO 19.0	 MATT /CM2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 99
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 9C














































RELATIVE TIME IN SEC
TITLE
CAL OR METER N0.•
AIRTENV TC USE p YITN CAI OR ^





0.0 TO IB.O	 GATT/CM2	 AA

















































TEST ID 0+029• 317060	 LAV F1 p E TEST NIe iLOT ND O1 	 1- •	 REFEpENCE TII+E 13 56 00.000
3000	 3100
NfAS. MUA6E p	CNANNEL ASGN.
• C+	 153
s TC /	 10 7
e tte	 loa
3200	 3300	 3M00
RELATIVE iI^E 1N SEC
TITLE
CAI ORIAETER NO.+
At p TEIRb TC USED MITN CRLOR +












0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 B0













































TEST ID •4021	 31 x 000	 LAV i1RE TEST N78 oIOT NO 01	 i- 1	 REFERENCE TIRE 13 S6 00.000
0	 100
/LEAS. NU116ER	 CHANNEL A;6N.
f CS	 154
• TC1	 109
s TC 10	 110
200	 300	 400
PELAi:VE ilhE 1N SEC
TITLE
CAIORIhETER N0.5
A(RTEAP TC CAL OR S





























NELAT ( VE TIRE IN SEC
TITLE
CALORIMETER N0.5
AIRTEMP TC CALOR S
^ELOEO TC CAL OR S
1 ► 00	 1200
RANGE	 UNITS GRID-SYA






























































TEST 10 OMO21A 31T000	 LAY FIRE TEST NTO iLOT NO 01
	 1- 3	 REFERENCE TIME 13 S• 00.000
1200	 1300
IIEAS. NUAIEP	 CMANMEI A^6N.
s c!	 ► 5^
s TC1	 toy
s TC 10	 110
Iti00	 ISOC	 1600
RElAi1YE t1^E IN SEC
TITLE
CAEORI^E DER NO.S
AIRTEhi TC CAL QA S




0.0 TO 1l.0	 WATT/Cn2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C
	 00











































RELATIVE TInE IN SEC
tIT^E
CALORInETER NO.S
AIN1En/ TC CAL OA S





0.0 TO il.0	 W TT/Cn2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C
	 0•
0 TO 1000











s TC 10	 110
zoo	 7/00	 :eoo
AElAi1VE TI^f IN SEC
TITLE
CAlOAinETEA NO.S
AIRTENI TC LALOR S
MEl0E0 TC CAI OR ^


































0.0 i0 Ie.O	 MATT/CN2
	
AA
a To l000	 Dfc t	 •/



















NELAT111E TIRE IN SEC
TITLE
CALOAIAETEA NO.S
AIATE^I iC CA1011 S
















































0.0 TO I•.0	 YATT /C^2
	
AA
0 t0 1000	 OE6 C	 10















































TEST 10 Iy02!• ]11000	 lAV FIRE tr_:1 NrN PL^7T N^ 61 	 i- 1	 RECERFhCf iIAE 1! S• 00.000
0	 100







RELA1 ► YF. TIF1E IN SEC
TITLE
CAL CAIFIETER NO.A
A IR iEM TC CAI QA •



















• TC 11	 111
• TC I!	 11!
000	 'Op	 1000
FEL A IIVE ilnE IN SEC
t1ilE
CAlOA^nETE p N0.•
A! p 1EM TC CALQN
WELDED TC CAI Op i

































0.0 f0 1l.0	 WAiT /C 12	 AA
a 'o :DDO	 AEG c	 o0





















































FELATIYE TlllE IN SEC
Tit`_E
CALORIMETER N0.'.
AIPTEAP TC CAL OP 4
MELDED TC CAL OP ^
1100	 1000
PANGE
	 UNITS GRID- SY^





































































AEIAIlvt tln[ !N SIC
TITLE
S'AlPA1nETEA ND.•
AIAItnP TL' CAI CA •




FANGE	 UNItS 6A10- SY11
0.0 TO 10,0	 YIATT/CA2
	
AA
0 TQ 1000	 OEG C	 11






























TEST 10 N 021rt 711000	 lAV FIAE LEST NT1 ^lOf NC 01
	 1- S	 AEFEAINCE TINE 11 S• 00.000
2r00	 2500
AEA S. NUNOER	 CNANMfI AStM.
• C^	 ISS
• TC 11	 111
• iC I2	 112
1.00	 2700	 2400
AEIATIVE TI ►1E IN SEC
tITIE
CAlOAI^f iEA N0,•
AIATEMF TC CAI OR •




O.0 TO 18.0	 WAiI /C112
	
AA
O t0 1000	 OEG C	 ^•
0 i0 1000	 OEG C	 1C
2-39
TEST 10 •'E029• 711000	 tAY 11R! tE51 N1! II Qt NO 01	 1- •	 RffEAfNCE TIME 1^ !6 00.000
Z^0
X000	 ]100
SEAS. NUAOE p 	CMAMNEI AS&N.
• C•	 ISS
• n 11	 111
• TCIi	 112
]100	 ,1J00	 ]^00
RflAtivE TIAE !A SEC
1111E
CAl0AII1EiER MD_ ♦
Al p ► ELI iC CALQ p •












































































s TC I •	 11'1
200	 300	 '100
RELATIrE Ti gE IM SEC
TITLE
CALOR1 gEiER NO.T
AIRTEh• TC CAL OR T








































TEST 10 0+ilit^ 71f000
	

















Al1AIivE 1111E IN SEC
1111E
CAlQA111CiCA MO.I
AIAtEM tC CA1011 2











































































TEST 10 Or 021• 71 ►000	 LAY FIRE TEST Nr^ 1'l OT NO 01
	 1- 7	 REiERENCE TIDE 17 f^ 00.000
1200	 1700





RELATivE i1^E IN SEC
tli^E
CAIORIr1E1EA Nd.r
AIRTF^• TC CAL OA r







0 TO 1000	 OE8 C	 ••
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 OC
2-^3
1000	 1900
ACAS. NUMEA	 CNANNEI ASGM.
• C/	 IS•







FEtAiIVE TIME IN SEC
illlf
CA^QAIMETEA N0.7
AIATEA/ TC CAIbA 7
MElDEO TC CAL OA 7





































0 TO 1000	 DEO C
	 00































AELAt1^E TIDE IM SEC
TITHE
CAl0A1^ETE11 N0.1
AIAtEM TC CA^OA /













0.0 TO Ie.O	 YATt/CA2	 AA
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C	 01































































AELATivE TIDE IM SEC
iitlE
CAL ORIIIETEA NO.i
AIAtEA/ TC CAlOA T































•	 loe	 :oo	 aoo	 roo
AELATtVE TIRE IN SEC
NEAS. MUMEO	 CMANNEI A56M.	 TITLE
t CO	 If/	 CA^OIIInETEtI M0.0
f TCI!	 IIS	 AIOiE11► TC CAL 011 •


















	 UNITS 61110 -SYII
0.0 TO 10.0	 MATT/C112
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 Ot
0 TO 1000

















s Tt l;	 11 s
• rcl•	 11•
000	 700	 1000
AEIATIVE TIDE IM 5EC
TITCE
CAlOAI^ETEA N0.0
AIATE^/ TC CA100 •
































AAN6E	 uNlTS GAIO -ern
0.0 TO 10.0	 WATT/C A2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 00






















AElAIIrE TIwE tN SEC
TlilE
CAlO*IMfTEA M0.0
AIATEw ► TC CAL OA e
















































•	 wfAS. AWAeEA	 CMARUEL ASiM.
E	 . ce	 Isrf
s Tt if	 I if















































AEAS. NUAOEA	 CNANNE.L ASGN.
s CO	 15I
t TC IS	 I IS
i ^i 1•	 11•
2000	 2100	 2200
RELATIVE TIDE IN SEC
TITIE
CAL OA ►gETER N0.0
AIGTE^P TC CALOA •
YELOEO TC CAL ON 0
2aoo	 troo
RANGE
	 UNITS GRID- SY11
0.0 '0 10.0	 MATT/C^2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 00








-'	 -	 -	 _-..
1r00	 2500
f1EAS. NUtiOEA	 CMANNEI ASCM.
• c•	 1st





A11ATivE f1AE IN SEC
t1TtE
CAl0A1^E1EA MOJ
AIAfEM► rc CAIbA •



































0.0 f0 10.0	 WATT/C q2	 AA
o To r000	 oca c	 ^•



























































• It 1•	 I if
• Ic a	 11•
4200	 ]d00	 dy00
AE ► Alts( III 1N 5tC
lint
cA^a^1^11 ► M ra.o
AIAIIhr Ir cAraR o










o la l000	 uIU c	 e•



















































RELATIVE 11NE IN SEC
TI fLE
CAlOR1,lETEA N0.1
AIAiE'1/ T_ CAL OA •
rfl0E0 TC CA► OA •
S00	 f00
AANGE





0 TO 1000	 OEG C
	 OO
0 i0 1000	 DEG C
	 0C• TC 10	 110
2.53


















































• TC 10	 110
eoo	 •oo	 l000
AEIAIIvE rIRF IN SEC
TI TIE
CAIDAi^EtEA M0.1
AIArE^ ► tC CAlOA •
wElDEO TC CAI OR •
Iloo	 I:oo
MANGE	 UNITS GRID-SY11
0.0 TO 10.0	 MATT/Ch2	 AA
0 .0 1000	 DEG C	 10

























AELr11vE rlt+E IN SEC
TI ilE
tAlOAI^FTEA M0.•
AIATE1r ► ►t CALOA •
WElDEO TC [A1011 •

















AANGE	 UNITS GNID-S Y11
0.0 TO 10.0




	 DEG C	 00
0 TO 1000















































 TC CAL OR ^

















	 UNITS GRID - SY11








LAY i1RE TEST Nl0 !•LOT NO 01







TEST 10 ONOtf• !11000 	 1A11 F111E TEit N1e KOT NO 01 	 1- f
	
AEFEIIENCE TINE 19 Si 00.000
tioo	 :roo	 t000
AELATIYE tl^E IN SEC
TITLE
CAlOAhETEA M0.1
AIATEII► TC CAL OA 1







































0.0 TO 10.0	 YAiT /C1l2
	 AA
o To l000	 DEC c	 ee
















































REAS. MU^OEw	 CMAMMEI ASGN. TItEE 11ANGE UNITS
	 6111D-Sri
• C• ISO CALOAInEIEA M0.• 0.0	 TO	 10.0 WATTICM2	 AA
• TCIT 111 AIATEA/





































TEST t0 Or02lA 1x11000
	 EAV FLOE TEST NTO 110T NO 01
	 1- i




















R EIATIvE TIME IN SEC
TI TIE
CA^ORInETER M0.10
AIRTEII• tC CAIt!R 10


























































TEiT 10 0lOt1A I1/000	 lA0 fteE TEST N/• /l0T NO 01	 1- t	 REfE#IICE Ttwt II i• N.NO
•00	 r00
LEAS. MWNEA	 CMANMEI ASi'iM.
• CI•	 IS1
a TC1•	 il•
s i< 20	 t 2!
•00	 700
	 1000
RELAIt^f TINE IM SEC
i1Tif
CAlOR111ETEA MO.10
AIRiEA ► iC CAIOA 1•



















































^	 • TC10	 111
• rc2e	 120
100	 IS00	 1•YO




 TC CA100 10





















































PEST 10 a+020A 111006	 lA• Fi11E TE it N/e K OT NO e1 	 1- 0	 AEFEIIENCE TIRE 12 3. 06.00
1.Oe	 1 X00











AE ► ArlvE TIDE iM SEC
TITLE
CA^OAI^ETEA N0.10
AIATE^1 TC CAL QA 10
YEl0E0 TC CAlOA 10
2)00	 200
AAMGE	 UNITS 6At0^Sr^









TEST EO NO2fA 711010	 lA1t i/AE TEST Mt• ►l@T NO fi
	











































LEAS. A?v11eEA	 CHANNEL ASGM.
• C10	 1St
• TC 1• 	 11•
• TC 20	 110
2.00	 2100	 2000
AElAtirE Tl^f IM SEC
TIiIE
CAlOAI^ETEA M0.10
A^ATEw TC CA^OA 10
rf^0E0 tt [A ► 0A :0
AAAiGE
	 uMItS GA10-Srn





















































NEAS. MU11lER	 CHANNEL ASGN.
i C10	 IS1
i TC 11	 111
i TC 20	 120
3200	 3300	 3900
RELATIVE TIDE IN SEC
TTTLE
CALOR1nETER N0.10
AlRTE11P TC CAL OR 10




0.0 TO 10.0	 MATT /CN2 	 AA
0 TO t000	 DEG C	 00
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 6C
2-64
TEST 10 l902ir, ^li00o
	
^AV FIRE iESi Ni• PI DT NO 01	 1' 1	 11EFERENCE 7111E 1^ f• 00.00•













11EA5.	 NUS/ER CNANNFI ASGN.
OII AY 091

















0 . 0	 TD	 2S .0 PC T AA
0.0	 TO	 2S .0 PC T A!
0.0	 TO	 25.0 Pl"T AC
0 .0	 TO	 2S .0 PC T AD
0.00	 iD 2.00 1CT !E















IAYATOAr C p	0.0 TO 25.0
IAYA1 pAr CM•	 0.0 TO 25.0
cllelN r p z	 o.00 To 2.00


























19EAS.	 MUAOkR CHANNEL ASGM.
OtIAY 091
C 02k Y 09 ^
COL AV Ot•
cle+k r o•s
• c o2c • o+n
CQCAO 0.9
Z -^













1200	 1700	 Iti00	 1500	 1600	 1100	 1800
REIAtIYE TIRE IN SEC
AEA S. NUROER CHANNEL ASGM. TI TIE RANGE UNITS GR10-SYA
02LAV 091 LAYAtORY 02 0.0	 t0	 25.0 PCi AA
CO21Y 097 EArATORr CO2 0.0	 TO	 25.0 ►CT AO
COL AV W • IAYATOAV CO 0.0	 /0	 25.0 ►CT AG
CN^IY OES LAVATORY CN• 0.0	 TO	 25.0 PCT AO
• CO2C• 090 CAD IN CO2 0.00	 TO	 2.00 PCT 1E
COCAO OED CAE IN CO 0.00	 TO	 2.00 PCT EF
Z•6^
lAV FIRE TEST MTO KOT MO 01	 1- '1	 REFERENCE TlR1E 11 !• 00.000TEST 10 0^02^i 111000





















0	 1900	 ;000	 2100	 2200	 2700	 2'00
REIAiiVE	 TIME	 IN	 SEC
CHANNEL PS6M.	 T1TlE	 AANGE	 UNITS	 GRID-SYM
091	 lAVA10RY 02	 0.0	 i0 25.0	 ►GT	 AA
097	 LAVATORY CO2	 0.0	 TO 25.0	 PCi	 AO
0!i	 lAVA10RY CO	 0.0	 TO 25.0	 PCT	 AC
OAS	 IAYAiORY CN9	 0.0	 TO 25.0	 PCT	 AO
090	 CAOIN CO2
	
0.00 TO 2.00	 PCT	 6E




iESi ID 81019• 111000
	
LAY FINE TEST NT8 ►LOT MO 01	 1- S
	
AEFEAENCE TIDE l^ f1 00.000




















zsoo	 zroo teoo	 2900 3ooa
AEIA^IVE	 Ti^E	 IN	 SEC
TITLE RAN6E UNITS GRID-SrM
IAYATORr 02 0.0	 TO	 25.0 PCT AA
IAYATOAY CO2 0.0	 TO	 25.0 PCT A{
LAVATORr CD 0.0	 TO 25.0 PCT AC
LAVAiOAr CMS 0.0	 t0	 25.0 PCT AD
CA81N CO2 0.00
	 TO	 2.00 1CT 8E


















3000 3100 3200	 3300 300 3500 300
PE; :^i(IE	 TIME	 IN	 SEC
PEAS. NU110EA CNANNEL ASGM. TITLE AAN6E UNITS GR10-SYR
024 AV 011 LAVATORY O2 0.0	 TO 25.0 PCT AA
CO24V 013 IAVAiOAY CO2 0.0	 TO 25.0 PCT A!
CO4AV 0// LAVATORY CO 0.0	 TO 25.0 PCT AC
CN+LY 0/S IAVATOAY CN+ 0.0	 TO 25.0 PCT AO
• CO2C/ 010 CA/IN CO2 U.OJ	 TO Z.00 PCT 1E

































100	 200	 700	 r00	 S00
AEIATIrE	 TIFF	 IN	 SEC
CMANMEI ASfrN.	 TITLE
	 MANGE
127	 ME Si CAOtN •HOST rESi•
	0 TO 2S0
12•	 0 TO t50
ItS	 0 10 250
ti•	 0 i0 250
12/	 ME ST CABIN	 •lEASi WEST .
	O	 i0	 250
12•	 EAST CABIN	 •COST WEST•	 0	 TO 250
X00





















































































11EAS. NU^iEA CHANNEL ASGM.i TC2) 12)
i It 2^ 1 t•
i rc ri 1 a
i rct• Iti
i TCtT I2T
i it 2i 12/
ioo	 •oo	 l000
RELATIVE TIRE IN SEC
TITLE
BEST CAi1M •HOST ME Si•
BEST tAiiM •LEAST BEST•






































































TEST 10 0'102• 31T000
	
1A11 f1AE TEST Mt0 /LOT ND 01
	 1- 3
	
IIEFEAENCE TI11E li f ♦ 00.00[
1200	 1300
11EAS. NUH/EA	 CHANNEL ASGN.
s TC23 Itl
s TC2^ It•





RELATIVE 11ME IN SEC
tItLE
HEST CAOIM •COST YE ST.
HEST CAOIN •I EAST PEST•























































a	 Tt it, 12A
f TCli 121
s TC21 I2•
t000	 :loo	 2zoo	 2100
AELATI^E 1111E 1N SEC
11TLE
	 PANGE




YE Si CA{IM •IEASi YE Sr•	 0 TO 2S0














































































t TC t+ i t+
• nts Its
• Ttt^ ttA
• TC2t 12 ►
•	 TC 20 I2•
too	 troo	 2tDo
P ELAt1^F Tl wf IM SEC
T1T^E
rESt [AO IM MOST rfST•
rESf CARIY •IEAS f rEST•
EAST :AeiM •w BST rESr.
PAMGE UNITS OAID-Srn
0	 f0 2S0 DEG C AA
0 TO 2S0 DE6 C A{
0 TO 2S0 DEG C AC
o To tso DEC c oD
0	 TO tso OEG C •E
0 TO 2S0 OEG C OF
Z•^J
TEST 10 e'10t1• Ili6le
	



















11EA5. MUMEA CMAMNEL ASGN.
• TC27 123
• Tcri I2•
• TC is I2S
a TC 2• 12•
• TC2i 12T
•	 TC 211 120
3100	 3300	 300
AELATi y E Tt11E IN SEC
TITLE
TEST CAe1N M p Si 11EST^
ME Si CHIN `LEAS T PEST•
























































AE A AiI^E TIME IM SEC
Tltr.f
































































































0 TO 250 DEG C AA
0 TO 250 DE6 C AO
0 TO 2S0 DEG C AC
0 TO
	 1000 DEG C 60











































RELA7IYE TINE IN SEC
TITLE
EAST CAOIN •NOSY EAST
LAVATORY EIIMAUST
CAOIN EIMAUSi
2-78	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF PQOR QUALITY
LEST 10 W02^e X11000	 lAY F111E TEST N/0 IIDT ND 01	 1- ^
	
























































MEAS. NU^OER	 CHANNEL ASGN.
• TC21 12•
• TC 20 110
• TC]1 III
t iCtl Itl
t Tt t2 122
1.00	 I^ao	 leoo I+oo	 leoo




EAST	 CAR IN	 "^VSI	 FAST• 0 itt t^0
LAVATORY ErNAUsT 0 IO 1000











































0	 rl	 110 DEG C AA
0	 TU	 110 pEG C Al
0	 i0	 250 DEG C AC
o	 to	 l000 oEG c eD
o	 r0	 1000 CEG C OE









































NElAiIVE t1AE IN SEC
fiiLE


































































!TEAS. MUNeEA	 CHANNEL ASGM.
• TC29 129




NEIATIYE T11TE IN SEC
TREE












^_ ---	 ---	 - - _ - - ^ _-_ _ _	 6-- -- -----LL

























































wEAS. MUwOER	 CHANNEL ASGN.
• TC21 121





wElAT1YE TIwE IN SEC
TIlIE
























TEST ID 0902ii 211000_
._.






































REAS. NUReER	 CHAhNEI A16N.





RELATIVE iiRE IN SEC
TITLE
IIGNT TRANS!'115S10N •MOST WEST
LIGHT T pp NSMI5510N •RIDOLE^
LIGHT TRANSMISSION •ROSY EAST













































t IRE SS	 09e
eoo	 900	 l000
FfIATIvE TIDE IN SEC
i1TLE
L16MT TRAMSAISSION •^OSi WEST•
t16NT iRANSFlISSIBN •PADDLE•





















^AV iIAE LEST N/0 PI OT NO 01 	 1- ^
► r00
	 100	 Ie00
p [IAIIvE IInE IN SEC
TIiIE
► IGMI TFANSnI^51('N °nOSi YE ST•
IIGNi IAAN^nI5S1QN •niDOIE•
IIG MI T^AN CnISS10N °HOST EASE•
CA01N Gt ► IA PRE SSUAE










































	 PC T	 AA
o to lo g	Pc T	 e^
o to loa













































a ► AE SS	 O9•
2000 ztco	 uoo too troo
p EIATIYE	 TIFF	 IN	 SEC
TtilE RANGE UNITS 6R10-S ►R)
116+tT i p ANShISSI pN	 •1105T YE ST. 0	 TO	 100 PC1 AA
116 MT T p AhSnISSICM	 •h1001E^ 0	 TO	 100 ►CT t0
LIGM1 i p AN5ni5SICN	 •COST	 EAST. 0	 10	 100 PCT CC
CAA IN CEl TA P p E SSURE -s0
	 i0 i0 PlPI	 N20 00
286






































2600 2100 2800 2900 3000
AtLAT1YE	 TINE IN	 SEC
TITLE MANGE UMITS GRID-SV19
IIGNT TF e NS^ISSICN •nt'Si	 YESTw 0	 TO	 100 ►CT AA
IIGNT tAANS^ISSICM 'nIDCLE • 0	 TO	 100 PCT BB
LIGNT TRANSnISS10k ^n05T EASTw 0	 TO	 100 ►CT CC
CABIN CEITA	 ► AESSUPE -50	 TO SO MFI N20 DO
2-87






























RElAl1^E TIRE IN SEC
TITEE
LIGHT TFaNSMISSiON • MOST YEST^
LIONT iAA N519 15S10N •f1100LE+
EIGNi TAANSniSSICN •HOST EAST.
















0 TO 100	 1CT	 CC
-SO TO SO	 nn N20
	 00
Z•^



























0 100 200	 300	 X00 SN	 •00
FElAT1YE T111E	 !M SEC
REAS. MU^OEO CMAYEL AS6M. TIriE OAM6E
• CI Ef0 CA^00111ETE0 M0.	 l 0.0	 TO	 10.0
• TCO1 101 A10 TE11^ f00 CI 0 TO 100







































































AE^AU^E TIDE 1'! SEC
TI TIE
CALOAI gETEA 110. 1
AIA TE^r f0# CI









	 OEG C	 00






























































1M00	 1500	 100	 1700





AlR TEMP FOR CI
	
0 TO 1000
SUFFACE TEM ► FOR C1	 0 TO 1000
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RELATIVE TIRE 1M SEC
lillE
CAL ORIl1ElER N0. 1
AIA TEP1F FOR CI
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RELAi1rE T111E 1N SEC
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RELATIVE TINE 1N SEC
Ti TLE
CALORIRETER N0. r
AIR TEMP i0R Cr
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CALORINETEA N0. ^
AIA TE11^ f0A C9
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CNYIAY Otf LAVATORY CIN 0.0 TO 25.0 ►CT AO
CO2Cf Oy0 CAfIN CO2 0.00	 TO 2.00 ►CT fE
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OjIAy Otl IAVAlOAY 02 0.0	 TO	 23.0 ^tT AA
CO2lAV 01^ IAYATDAr C Ot 0.0	 10	 23.0 ►CT Al
COI AV 000 UrAiOAr CO 0.0	 t0	 25.0 ►CT AC
CN^IAY OOf IAYAfOAY CND 0.0	 10 23.0 ACT AO
CO2C0 Ot0 CAIN COp 0.00	 10	 t.00 ICT 1E
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NUMOEA CHANNEL A56N. TITLE 14I1^iE UNITS fiA10—SYA
02LAY 091 LAYATOAY 02 O.i Ti: 25.0 ►CT AA
CO2LAY 093 LAYAT011Y C 02 O.0 Tt 25.0 ►CT µ
COI AY 000 LAYATOAY CO 0.0 TII 25.0 ACT AC
CM4lAY 005 LAYATOIIY CH4 ^.IC W 25.0 ►CT AO
CO2C0 090 CAO1N CO2 ^^ aK TO 2.04 !CT tE
COCA/ ON CAOIN CO 0.4K TO 2.00 ►CT ti
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AtATEr^ TC l'SEO WITH CA^O^ 1
1 TC2
	

















	 UNI ^S GA10 -51111
0.0 TO 10.0	 WATT/C^2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DiG C
	 01

















































TEST 10 tr0l1S 23x001	 FIRE CHAR LEST tl ►l OT WO tASE - i 	 REFERENCE TIF+E II OS 00.00•
0	 100









AElAt1YE TIhE IN SEC
TI TIE
CAt,3RIt"EiEA NO.t
AIRrFn ► TC CSED Wiiw CAI OR 2
yEICED TC l'SEO WITH CA^OR t
S00	 •60
AAME E







DE : C	 01
DEG t	 1C
Y^ 189
















































AELATIYE tlnE IM SEC
tlttE
CAIDAInEtEA w0.2
AIAtEn• 1t tSED ^ItM CAlOA 2





0.0 TO 16.0	 ItlATTlC^2
	
AA
0 t0 1000	 OE4 C	 00






















































a Et pT fvE TIFE fN SEC
rrTCE
CAC'"` A I^'ETEA h7 2
a!arEr.o TC I^E,C W[ T M CAC?A 2





0.9 TO 1?,C	 WATT /CPZ 	Ap
7 *^ 1100
	 CEC C	 ?B
'i T^] 100	 CE(^ C
	 BC









































I^EAS. NPIQEII	 (MANNEI ASGN
a C3	 1^1
^ TC3	 10]
^ TC M 	10^
7000	 J100	 1200
A fIAIIYE ilnE IN SEC
tI1tE
1 AI OAIr! iEA NO_?
AIRTEhA TC l"C FO WIiM CAI OR 2



































R ELATIVE TIME IN SEC
iiTlE
CAlOR11^EiER N0.2
AIATEMP TC l'SEO w11N CAL OR 2





0.0 TO 1P.0	 uAT!/CM2	 AA
o To l000	 DEG c	 et
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 0C
UR1^;^' 4
cal~ 1'Ck1^L Pq^; J'; Ib
^U^L11y






















































































TEST !0 OMO2iS 22001	 FIRE CHAR TEST 0l PL OT NO lASE - 1 	 REFERENCE TIPIE 11 OS 00.000
0	 100









AEIATIVE TinE IN SEC
TITLE
CAIORInETER N0.]
AIATEr1 TC cSED VITN CAI OR ]


























































hfAS. NCtaER	 (KANNEI	 ASGN. TITLE RANEE
!	 C7 IS2 CAI ORInEfER N0.7 0.0	 TO	 Ie.O
e	 fC5 IOS AIRiEhP	 TC	 PSED WITH	 CAtOR	 7 0 TO 1000




















































pEIATIVE t11tE IN SEC
TITHE
CALO p VETER N0.7
AIRTErP r[ t^SEO W!TII CALO q 3
WE/0E0 T[ USED WITN CAL OR 7
1100	 11100
PANEE	 UNITS 5810-S11M
0.0 i0 1l.0	 WATT/CM2
	 AA
0 t0 1000
	 DFG C	 00

















































I^EAS. NUP+DER	 CHANNEL	 ASGN, TI TIE RANGE UNI'i5	 GRIO—SY11	 _
t	 C7 IS2 CAl0A1METER NO.^ 0.0	 TO	 1l .0 WATT /C T+2
	
AA
t	 TCS LOS AIRTEMP	 TC	 USEO WITH CAI OR	 S 0 TO	 1000 OEG C	 {{

























	 2100	 2e00	 2900	 1000
AElA/ivE TIDE IN SEC
1 1 Tl E
	 RAN( [
CACONIRE TE A M0.3	 0.0 i0 1e.0
AIATfn^ TC I^SED WITH CAlOA 7
	 0 TO 1000



























SEAS. N11^lEA [k11hNEl	 ASGN.
C1 IS2
•	 its los
^	 TC a 106

























0.0 TO 10.0	 4A TT /C ht	 AA
o To l000	 nEG c
	 ^^
0 t0 1000



























AEI AT IVE TIDE IN SEC
TITLE
CALOAIr• ETEA N0.7
Al p Tfr^ TC t'SEO 41TN CAL OA ]



















































0 100 200	 300	 ti00 S00	 e00
AEUTIVE	 TIME	 IN SEC
E+EAS.	 Nu!^!EA CNANNEI	 ASGN. TITLE AANf:E
•	 C• iS3 CAI ONI ►^ETtA NO.V 0.0	 TO	 10.0
6	 TCi 10T AIATE^ ► 	 TC	 1^5E0 YITM	 CAC 011 • 0 TO 1000









































































AElArivE TInE IN SE[
T^TIE
LAlOAiMETEA NO.M
A1ATEh^ TC l'SE p WITH CA1011 M




































AEtAi, y E tihE IN Sf,C
TI TIE
CAl0A1hfTEA NO.^
AlAifh ► TC USfO PITH CAlOA 0
1+ELOEO iC CAL OA 0
1100	 1000
RANGE	 UNITS GA10-SAM
0.0 TO 11.0	 YAiT/I:h2
	
AA
0 Tp 1000	 OE6 C	 10



































































TEAS. Ml'reEA	 CM^kMEI ASGN.






AEIATtvf Tlnf iN SEC
TI TIE
CAIOFI/f TEA NO.^
AIATEr/ TC CSfO W!TM CAL OA •






o rD 1000	 OE6 C	 N














_	 ,^.— T^^ _ ^___
^-







































^fAS. ML^nOEA	 [ M^N4El ASGM.
t C4	 IS 7
• TC 1	 101
i TC 0	 101
zoo	 zroo	 :eoo
AEtAT1vf TinE IM SEC
TITLE
CAtOAInE • EA M0. ♦
AIA^En ►
 Tl USEO ^iTw CAI OA 4
YEl0E0 ^. C ^10A 4
l^00	 ]000
AAAtiE
	 I^MITS GA10- S^11
0.0 TQ 11.0	 MATT/Cn2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C	 6^














































MEAS. NL'MSER	 CHANNEL ASGN.
s CM	 153





RElAT1YE T[ME iN SEC
TITLE
CALORIMETER NO,K
A ► RTEM ►
 TC L'SED WfTN CAL OR M




0.0 TO 1l.0	 WATT/CR2
	 AA
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C	 !^















































nEA5.	 NUInOEN CHANNEL	 ASGN. Ti TIE AAt1EE
t CS ISr CAL OA1nETEA NO.S 0.0	 TO	 t0.0
t	 TC1 109 AUITEMP	 TC	 CAlOA S 0 TO 1000


























































600	 100	 B00	 900	 1000	 1100	 1200
AEIATIVE TIDE IN SEC
LEAS. NUAOEA	 CNANNEI ASGN.	 TITLE	 RAMGE
, cs	 Is+
	
CAIOR'nETEA NO.S	 0.0 TO 1l.0
Tc9	 lo•
	
AIATEI^ ► TC CA' Op S	 0 TO 1000
f TC 10	 110
	








FIRE CHAR rEST !l K OT NO lASE — ^ 	 REFERENCE tt1+E tl OS OO.i{^
1^ 00	 1500	 1600
RELATIVE TIhE IN SEC
TITLF
CAt QPirtE.'Eli b0.`
AI p TEPP TC CAI OR S
WELDED tC CAE OR S




















PEAS. NUr^OER	 CNANNEI ASGN.
{ CS	 tSh
{ TC !	 10!























► Too	 ► eoo
AANGE
	 1N1T5 GRID-SV^
0.0 TO Ie.O	 WATT/Ch2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 !^
0 TO 1000




















































t TC 10	 110
2000	 2100
	 2200




 TC CAL OR S































































zoo	 zsoo	 zeoo	 zroo	 zeoo	 z9oo	 J000
AECATIVE TiI^E IN SEC
NEAS. NU^eER	 CMANNEI ASGN.	 TITLE	 11AAKE
4 CS	 154
	
CAIOalnEtEa NO.S	 0.0 t0 Ie.O
f TL 9	 109
	
AIAtE1^ ► TC CAlOA	 S	 0 TO 1000
^ TC 10	 110
	
WEI,OE6 TC CAL 011 S	 0 TO 1000
UNITS GR10-S+19









































































 TC CAL OR S
WElOED TC CAI OR S
]S 00	 ]600
RANGE
	 UNITS GR10- Sv11
0.0 TD Ie.O	 MATT/CR2
	 AA
o To l000
	 DEG C	 ee
0 TD 1000	 DEG L
	 eC
r i;^^'_.^':^'_ ^
•t ^ : z^ ,
ti,,
























AElAt1YE TIME IN SEC
rlTlE
CAl0Al1`ETER N0.6
AIAIEF^P TC CAC OR •


























































































AEtATIVE TIME IN SEC
TI TIE
CALOAInEfER NO.t,
A(ATEf^i TC CAL OA
rrE! DED TC CAE OA 6
1100	 1200
NAMGE	 UNITS LAID -SVM
0.0 TO tl.0	 uATT/C^2
	 AA
0 TO 1000
	 DEG C	 0•
0 TO 1000



















































AEIATivE TIT+^E IN SEC
TITtE
CAl0A1MEfER N0.•
AtATEnr TC CAI OR •














AEtAt11lE TInE IN SEC
T 1 Tl E
	
AAMGE
[AIOA1nETEA N0.•	 0.0 TO 1e .0
AIAfEn^ TC CAI ON •	 0 TO 1000
^EIDED TC CAlOA 6	 0 TO 1000
leoo	 Ivoo	 z000	 zloo	 2zoo	 2^0o	 r^oo
nEAS. MUneEA	 CHANNEL ASGN.

























































































F111E tMAA TEST 1l P^Oi NO LASE - S
	

















rEAS. NOhlEA	 CHANNEL	 ASG1^. TI TIE AANGE
^ l'• ISS [Al OAirETEA NO.^ 0.0	 TO	 1l.0
•	 tCit 111 AIAIE/ ► 	 tt	 CAICS A • 0 tO	 1000












































TEST 10 NOYTS l2^001	 FIAE CNAA TESL Ol ^10T NO {ASE - • 	 11EfEAENCE TIDE I1 OS 00.{0{
7000	 7100
s	 nEAS. NUn•EA	 [NANNEL ASGN.
t CL	 155
t tC 11	 111
t TC 1!	 112
7200	 7700	 700




 T[ CAL OA •




0.0 TO 1•.0	 WATT/Cnt
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C	 {{



















































AElA1IVE 11nE IM SEC
11 it E
CAlOAInE1EA NO.T
AIATEn^ ff CAlOA 1






















































MEAS. NU► BFR	 CHANNEL ASGN.
S C7	 IS6
i TCID	 113




RELATIVE TIME IN SEL
TItIE
CRLORInETER NO.T
AIRTEI^P ft CAL OR T





































































100	 IS 00	 1600
AEIAiIVE TIME IN SEC
Ti TIE
CAl0A1^ETER NO.T
AIRiEh ► if. U► tOR 1


















































MfAS. NL'^eER	 CNANNEI	 ASGN. TITCE RANGE UNIiS
	
6R10-SYM
•	 Ci IS6 CAI pa1rETER N0.1 0.0	 TO	 l8.0 WATT/CM2
	 AA




f	 TCI ♦ IIM WELDED	 TC	 CAI OR	 / 0 TO
	


































2M00	 2500 2600	 2100	 2800 2900 5000
AELAi1VE	 TIDE
	 IN	 SEC
hEAS. NU^lE11	 CNANNEL	 ASGN. TITLE RANGE UNITS	 GNiD- SYl1
•	 Ci IS6 CAlOAII^ETEA	 N0.1 q.0	 TO	 1l.0 wAtT/CM2	 AA
f	 TCIS 115 AIATEM ► 	 TC	 CAI OR	 1 0 TO 1000 OEG C	 01
t	 TCf• 119 MElDEO	 TC	 CAL OP	 1 0 TO	 1000 DEG C	 ^C
2.222

















































1^fAS. NU^!OCA	 CNRNNEL	 ASGN. TtTIE RANEf l'NtTS	 GafO-SYM
5	 C1 156 CAlOai^EfEa N0.1 p.0	 TO	 Iti.O WATTICM2	 aA
•	 TC13 115 AIPTEn ► 	 TL	 CAI OR	 t 0 TO 1000 OE6 C	 D1
1	 iC14 114 WEIOEO T[ CAI Oa 7 0 TO 1000 DE4 C	 0C


































TEST 10 eMO21S 22001	 FIRE CHAR TEST !L ►l OT NO lASE - 1	 REFERENCE TiP1E 11 OS 00.00°
0	 l00
1^FAS. Hl'klER	 CMANNFI pSGN.
s to	 1st
f TC iS	 115
4 TC tt	 116
240	 300	 K00	 S00
aElAT1VE T1nE 1M SEC
TITLE
	 RANGE
tAlOR1AETER NP.!	 0.0 TO Ie.O
A 1 R TEMP tC C Al OR !	 0 TO 1000



















































hEAS. Nl'MDER	 CMANNEI ASGN.
a to	 1sT
t tCiS	 I1S

















AIAiEn• rt CAL OA !
	
0 TO 1006











































1200	 1]00 Iv00	 1500	 1600 1100	 1e00
REIATivE
	 TIME	 IN	 SEC
MEAS. NU^'BER	 CHANNEL	 ASGN. T1TLE RANGE
!	 Ce 151 CALORIMETER NO.e 0.0	 TO	 Ie.O
sti	 TCIS IIS AIRTEMP	 TC	 CAL OR	 1 0 TO	 1000























2000	 2100	 2200	 2]00	 2M00
AEIATIVE TInE IN SEC
TI TIE
	 RANGE
(AI ORInEiER N0.1	 0.0 TO 10.0
AiRt[nr TC CAI OA 0	 0 TO 1000

































t	 TC IS 115
t	 TC16 Ilt
2-227






































z+oo	 zsoo	 zeoo	 :loo	 2eoo	 :+oo	 ^000
RELATIVE 11ME IN SEC
1^EAS. NC ►'eER	 ENANNEI ASGN.	 YIT^E	 AANGE
+ ce	 1sT
	
CAl0A1!'^ETER NO.e	 0.^ /0 Ie.O
^ TC IS	 I IS
	 AIR1Erar is cAloR e
	
o ro l000




















































]000	 ]100 3100	 1300	 ]^00 ]S00	 ]600
AElArivE	 Tt^E	 IN	 SEC
hEAS. Nl^heE A	tNANNEI	 ASGN. TITLE AANGE
f Ce IS' (A(aAInETEII NO.e O.0	 TO	 Ie.O
t	 Ti. IS IIS AIAlEn•	 TC	 CAI OR 1 0	 TO	 1000




















































AEIATIvE TIRE IN SEC
TI TIE
CALOAIAEtEA NO.-
AINTEI^P TC CAL OA •


























































TEAS. NL'rdER	 CNANNEI ASGN.
• c•	 Ise
t TCl1	 111




RELATIVE TIrE IN SEC
TI TIE
cRlealrETER No.^
A{Rift/ TC CAI DR •
WELDED TC CAI OR •
► 100	 1200
RANGE
	 L'NITS GR10 -S^II
0.0 TO Id.O
	 WATT/Cri	 AA
0 TO 1000	 OEG C
	 !{































1 7 G t.-
0
It^O	 1300
1"EAS. NPReEA CNANNEI	 A$GN.
s c° Ise
s	 1C 11 111
.	 rcle ne
I^oT	 Isoo
	 ► eoo	 1100	 leoo




	 0.0 TO Ie.O
AIATEMR TC CAL OR •	 i TO 1000
























































MEAS. NUI^p ER	 CHANNEL	 ASGN. TI1LE RANGE UNITS	 GRiD-SYN
>:	 C9 IS! CAL;RI^ETER N0.9 0.0	 TO	 Id .O WATT/CM2	 AA
t	 Tf.iT 111 AIRi'M TC CAL OR 9 0 TO 1000 DE6 C	 ee
f	 TC1S 11! WElOED TC CAL OR 9 0 TO 1000 OE6 C	 eC
















































AEIATIYE TIME !N SEC
TI TIE
LAIOAIMETEA N0.4
AIATE^ ► TC CAL 011 •







e TO 1000	 DE6 C	 00



















































]00^	 ]100	 1200	 1300	 1r 00	 3500	 ]600
AEIATIVE TIME IN SEC
SEAS. NUMOEA	 CNANNEI ASGN.	 TITLE	 RANGE
^ c9	 Ise
	




 TC CAlOA 9	 0 TO 1000
• Tc ► e	 Ile























































0 100 200	 700	 M00 S00	 t,00




e C10 159 CAlOAIhETEA N0.10 0.0	 TO	 1l .0
•	 TC ► • 11♦ AIRTEh1	 TC CAlOA	 f0 0 TO 1000
^	 TC20 120 YElDEO



























MEAS. NUMOER	 CNANNEI ASGN.
• c10	 1s9
^ TC 19	 119
^ TC20	 120
000	 900	 1000
RELATIVE TIME !N SEC
T1TLE
CAL ORI^ETER N0.f0
AIRTEh/ TC CAL QA 10
WElOED 7C CAL OR 10
a



























0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 00









































hEAS. Nl`^6Ed	 CHANNEL ASGN.








 IC CAI OA 10






















































TESL ID O^O2TS 22001 	 FIRE CNA11 tESI Dl K OT NO •ASE 	 •	 AEFEAENCE ttl+[ Il Of 00.000
leoo	 1 +00
SEAS. M^I•EA	 tNANNEI ASGN.






AEIAtIVE t1wE IN SEC
1111 E
CALOAI^ETEA ND.10
AIAiE^ ► iC CAI OA 10























___ _ _ _	 _	
--...—,P ^ ^_ -
i
	




































RELATIVE TINE IN SEC
tl?lE
[AlOAiNETEA N0.f0
AIATENt T[ CAL OA 10




0.0 TO I0.0	 MATT/CN2
	
AA
0 TO 1000	 DEG C	 OO





























RELATIVE TIhE IN SEC
fITIE
CAL OAIr,ETEA N0.10
AIATEI'/ TC CAlOA 10




0.0 TO 10.0	 WATT/C^! M
0 TO 1000	 OE6 C	 N
• t0 1000	 DEL L	 K
^l
	




















SEAS. NUMOEA	 CHANNEL ASLN.
• C10	 IS4






















C NFL Y 0!S
COt[/ 0^0
LOCH/ 0/S




TITLE AAN6E UNITS GA10-SVII
t AVA tOAY 02 0.0	 TO 2S .0 ♦ C T AA
IAVATOAY CO2 0.0
	 TO 25.0 *CT Al
IAVATOAY CO 0.0
	 TO 25.0 1CT AC
IAVATOAY CMM 0.0
	 TO	 tS.^ ►CT AO
C A/ IM C O2 0.00	 TO	 2.00 t'C T /E
CA/iN CO 0.00	 TO	 2.00 ACT 1f
2-242













•oo	 Too eoo	 +oo ► 000	 Iloo tzoo
AElAT1YE T1^E	 IN SEC
MEAS. Nlr"dl'A	 CMANNEI ASGN. TITLE IIAdKE UNITS 6A10-SY11
021 AY 0+1 l AYATOAY 02 0.0	 TO	 2S .0 ►CT AA
CO21V 0+^ IAYATOAY CO2 •.0 TO	 25.0 ►CT 110
COI AY 010 LAYATOAY [• 0.0 TO 25.0 ►CT AC
CN^LY OOS IAYArOAY C1N 0.0	 TO 25.0 ^tT AO
CO2C0 0+0 CAOIM CO2 0.00	 TO	 i.OE ►CT 1E
COCAO 01+ CAOIM C• 0.00	 TO 2.00 ►tT Li
^2^3
TEST 10 0^0ltS !l^001
	



















C O2C • 010
COCA• 00^
100	 IS00
AEIArIVE TIME IN SEC
rITtE








0.0 TO n . 0 /C T M
0.0 TO 2S .0 KT M
0.0 t0 tS . 0 K T AC
0.0 TO ZS . 0 It T AO
0.00 TO 2.00 ►CT OE
0.00 TO 2.00 ACT Oi
2^Z44















hEAS. Nl'1^lE11	 CMANNEI AS6M.
OiIAY	 0+1






C OC At	 OOr
z000	 iloo










0.0 TO ZS .0 ►C T AA
0.0 TO 2S .0 K t Al
0.0 TO Zf .0 ►C T AC
0.0	 TO iS .0 K T w^
0.00 TO 2.00 K t 1E
o.ee	 ro i.eo rtr 01
2.245
TEST 10 l402T5 22y 00!
	































	 0.0 TO 25.0	 PCT	 AA
093	 LAVATORY CO2
	 0.0 TO 25.0	 ►CT	 AO
080	 lAVA10AY CO
	 0.0 TO 25.0	 PCT	 AC
08S	 LAVATORY CM4	 0.0 TO 25.0	 PCT	 AO
090	 CAOiN CO2
	 0.00 TO 2.00
	 ►CT	 OE
084	 CAOIN CO	 0.00 TO 2.00	 ►CT	 OF
2.246
-^	 ^..
TEST 10 eNO:Ta t2N001
	
FIRE CNAN TEST OL Mt. OT NO OAST - A













]000	 ]100 ]100	 ))00 )h 00





AEAS. Nl'^6EA	 CNANNEI	 ASGN. TITLE RANGE KNITS GRID-SVM
021 AV 001 (AYATOAY p2 O.0
	 TO	 25.0 •CT AA
CO2LV 0^) LAVAtOAr CO2 0.0
	 TO 2i .0 ►CT M
COL AV OAA IAVATOAr CO 0.0
	 TO	 25.0 ►CT AC
CN^LV OAS LArATOAr CMS 0.0
	 TO	 25.0 ►CT AD
CO2C0 0^0 CAA IN CO2 0.00	 TO	 2.00 ►CT 0E
COCAS OAS CAlIN CO 0.00	 TO	 2.00 ►CT OF
T-Y47











































^fAS. NU^OEA	 CNANNEI ASGN
f TC li	 112
^ Y	 Ir1
r00	 300	 r00	 300
AFIATIVE TIDE IN SEC









































































nEAS. Nl'nlEA	 CNANNEt ASGN.







































































et7)	 1)00	 Ir00	 IS00	 te00	 1100	 1100
REIATIYf TIME IN SEC
	
MEAS_ M^lE+	 CMeNNEI ASGN. 	 f1TlE	 RAMGE	 UNIiS 6 8 1 0-51111
^ Tf. I2	 I72	 AN InAI CAGE	 0 TO 250	 DE6 C	 AA









































































1100	 1900	 2000	 2100	 2200	 2300	 2Y00
AELATI^E TIDE IN SEC




^ TC 32	 132
	
AN'nAl CAGE
	 D T8 250




































































z,00	 zsoo	 teoo	 tTOO	 teao	 z+oo	 soo
AELAT1vE TUE IN SEC























































!^EAS. Nl^1^SEA	 CNANNEI ASGM.





































































SEAS. NU^OEA	 CHANNEL ASGN.
t	 TC2^	 121
•	 TC 2^	 12^




t	 TC 21	 121
•	 TC 20	 120

































ME ST [AO IM •MOST BEST.	 0 TO 2S0
	 DEG C	 AA
0 TO 2S 0
	 DEG C	 M
0 TO 2S 0
	 OE6 C	 AC
0 TO 2S0	 OE6 C	 @•
ME ST [AOIM •LEAST YE51.	 0 TO 2S0
	 OEG C	 @E

























































nEAS. Nl'M/fA CNANNEI	 ASGN. TI TIE IIANEE L'NITS GA10 -SYII
^	 TCtI !21 BEST CA/1M MOST PEST• 0 Te a 0 DE6 C AA
I	 TC2^ Its 0 TO ae DEG C AO
•	 tt 2S 125 • TO a0 DE6 C AC
I	 TC 2^ Ite 0 TO ae OEG C 10
^	 iCti 121 WEST CAIIM •I EAST ^ESfl 0 Te a e OE6 C 1E
























































AEAS. Nl'^eEA	 CMAMMEI	 ASiM.
^	 TC2]	 12)
^	 TC 2•	 12•
t	 tC iS	 12S




AEIATtvE TIhE IN SEC
TI TIE
ME ST C^e1M M OSi YE ST.
PEST CAe1N •t EA ST YE ST•



































































nEAS. NurOE A 	CHANNEL ASGN.
e	 TC21 123
e tC !• 12•
e	 tC 2S 1 tS
e tt to t 2•
e TC2T 121
e	 TC20 12e
z000	 :loo	 zzoo	 :^o0	 2•ei








rEST CAOIM •LEAST TEST•
	
0 TO 2S0



















































ti00	 2100	 2000	 t^e0
^E/^t1YE	 TIRE	 IN SEC
T t T^ E
	 MNi E




YE ST C^e1N 'lEr1ST YESt^	 0 t0 !SO

























MEAS. NureE•	 EM^NNEI	 ^56N.
•	 t[2)	 li)
• rc:+	 ur
•	 TC Zf	 i Z!
•	 rc i^	 I t•
•	 TCtI	 Itl
• TC t!	 12e































































nEAS. Nl^neEA	 CNAMNEI	 A56M.
•	 TC27 127
• TC tr I tr
• TC n 114




^ElAT1YE iiwE IM SEC
TI TIE
NE St CNIr •kOST YEST^
YE ST CA/l• 'I EAST YESA







































































MEAS.	 N<< MBtA CHANNEL ASGM.
a	 TC29 124
a	 TC 70 170









































































^QO	 100	 !00	 •00	 1000	 1100	 1l00
AEtAi1VE	 tUE	 IN	 SEC
1i EAlS .	 Nl'reE^	 INANNEI.	 ASGN.	 TIiIE	 MANGE	 1!NITS	 6A10-StM
/	 TC1•	 tt^	 0 10 ti0	 DE6 C	 AAI TC ^0
	
1 a0	 0 TO !SO	 DE6 C	 At
I	 TC^1	 111	 EAST fAe1N	 •COST	 EAST	 0 TO 2S0	 DEG C	 AC
1	 iC11	 121	 IAVAtOAr	 EzNAUSf	 0 t0	 1000	 OEG C	 •0























































1^EAS.	 NU^t1EA	 CMAMNEI	 ATbN.
1	 TCt•	 Its






At(Attv E ti11E IN 4EC
TITtE




















0 70 2S0 DEG C AA
0 TO 2S0 DEG C N
0 t0 2S0 OEG t AC
0 t0 1000 OEG C D1
0 t0 1000 OEG C OE























































1^EAS. Nb r aEA	 CHANNEL ASGN,
f TC 29	 l29





AEIATIYE TIISE IN SEC
TI TIE





F'' 1'^ 4 alt fll' ^1 t ?'^
^•
e



































?ti 00	 rS00 rl00	 2T00	 2100 2.00 5000
^EIATIrE	 i1NE	 !N SEC
hEAS. NUptEA CNANNEL ASGN. TI TIE AAMGE UMITS GA10-Sr11
• TC 2• 1 rt 0 TO is 0 OE6 C AA
• TC50 150 0 TO sse DE6 C At
• TC51 151 EAST [ q !N M105T EAST. 0 TO 2S0 DEG C AC
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MEAS. NL^MIEA	 CHANNEL ASGN.
f TC29	 129
• TC 70	 170
t TC ]1	 111
1< r[21	 121
• tC22	 122
]200	 1700	 7v00	 7500






EAST CAtIN •MOST EASE.	 0 f0 2S0
IAVATOAY E1INAUST	 0 i0 1000
CAtIN E1<NAUSt	 0 i0 1000
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o too loo	 soo	 roo soe i00
AE ► ATtrE	 LINE	 IN	 SEC
NEAS. NUNOEA CNANNEI	 ASGN. TI TIE 11AI16E UNITS G1110—SrN
tl Ii0 lll•Nt	 i^AMSNISSION	 •MOST BEST. 0 f0 170 1CT AA
^! lil liC•Ni	 T^ANSNtSS10N	 •MIDDLE• 0 Tp 100 ACT 01
► ^ tit t i[ M ' T^ANSNISSION
	
'fi95T EAST. 0 TO 100 ►CT CC
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LIGHT TRANSnIS510N	 •HOST ME ST. 0 TO	 !00
IIGNr TAANSI'i15510N	 •niDDIE • 0 i0	 100
IIGMT TAANSnISSIQN	 •HOST EAST• 0 f0	 100
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AEIATIVE TINE IN SEC
TITLE	 RANGE
11GMT TAANS^ISSION •1105T HEST.
	0 TO 100
l iGMT TAAN5111SSION •111O01E.	 0 TO 100
IiGNT tAANSnISt10N •HOST EAST.	 0 TO 100
CAOIN DELTA ► AESSUIIE
	 0 TO 250
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i 1 TL E 11ANGE
IIGNT TAANSI+ISSION •MOST ME ST• 0 TO 100
IIGNT tAANS^ISSION •^IODIE• 0 TO 100
IIGNT TARN Y+ISSION
	 •COST EAST. 0 TO 100


















































AEtArIVE T1^E IN SEC
T 1 Tt E	 AAN6E
l iT::T iAANS}^ISSiON •t♦ OST YESTy 	0 TO 100
116NT TAANSI^ISSIOM •M10DlE^
	 TO 100
116MT TRANSMISSION •t105T EAST	 0 TO 100













































NfIATlYE TINE IN SEC
TITLE
IILMT TAAMSraiSS10M •HOST YE ST•
t IGNT TAANSl+ISSIOM •t+ID 01 E•
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